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HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use
- Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- Designed for use in Emergency, ICU, Theatres, Wards
- Can be used with infectious patients then disposed of
- Can be used many times with the same patient
- Can be left under patients for long periods
- Reduces the effort to move a patient’s weight by up to 90%
- Available widths: 86cm (34”), 99cm (39”), 127cm (50”)
- Safe Operating Load: 544kg
- New breathable fabric available

 

HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use - Split Leg
 - Ideal for use during lithotomy or other split-leg procedures
 - Can be used for lateral transfers when foot-end snaps on the mattress are    
fastened
 - Reduces skin shear and bruising
 - Eliminates reprocessing (no laundering) 
 - Award winner in the Surgical Product’s 2015 Excellence in Surgical 
Products Awards in the OR Equipment Category 
- Safe Working Load: 544kg
 - Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- New breathable fabric available

HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed
- Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- Heat-sealed construction eliminates needle holes to remove potential 
bacterial entryways
- Can be wiped down with neutral detergent between patients
- Can be laundered between patients, if heavily soiled
- Reduces the effort to move a patient’s weight by up to 90%
- Available widths: 71cm( 28”), 86cm (34”), 99cm (39”), 127cm (50”)
- Safe Operating Load: 544kg

HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated
- Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- The Double-Coated version offers fluid and stain resistance, making it ideal for 
the OR or Labour & Delivery.
- Can be wiped down with neutral detergent between patients

- Can be laundered between patients, if heavily soiled
- Reduces the effort to move a patient’s weight by up to 90%

- Available widths: 71cm (28”), 86cm (34”), 99cm (39”), 127cm (50”)
- Safe Operating Load: 544kg
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HoverMatt Lateral Transfer - MINI
The HoverMatt® Mini (Half-Matt) delivers the same effortless lateral transfers 
and positioning as the standard HoverMatt®, but in a shorter length. Specifically 
designed for use in the O.R. with specialty tables as well as in Labour and 
Delivery, the Mini is available in both reusable and single patient use models. 
The reusable Mini with a double-coated finish is often preferred when excessive 
fluids make stain resistance a priority. Safe Operating Load: 544kg

- Available widths: Heat Sealed & Double Coated: 86cm (34”) only, Single 
Patient Use available in 34” and 39”

HoverMatt Lateral Transfer (Double Coated) Split Leg
Available in new SPU model! The HoverMatt® Split-Leg comes in a split-
leg design that specifically accommodates specialty tables. When inflated, 
a cushion of air beneath the mattress reduces friction and pull force by 
80-90%, making transfers easier and safer for the caregiver. Developed 
for use with patients in the lithotomy position, the Split-Leg Matt is ideal for 
gynaecology and urology procedures. Additional applications include use 
with any split or short procedure table used for orthopaedic and bariatric 
procedures. The split-leg design also facilitates the surgeon’s operating 
position preference. Safe Operating Load: 544kg 

HoverJack Patient Lift
- Reduce back injuries for nurses and caregivers
- Minimize staff members needed to safely lift patients who have fallen
- Floor to bed lift (4 stage lift)
- Lifts in supine position so no hip deflection
- 544kg lifting capacity
- Teflon-coated bottom sheet allows patients to be transferred along 
corridors
- Available widths: 81cm (32”), 99cm (39”)

HoverJack Evacuation Version #1
- Offers a safe and secure evacuation method for non-ambulatory patients who 

must be moved in a supine position
- Tapered head-end improves manoeuvrability

- Cross-over chest straps and dual lateral body straps
- Inflatable head-end wedge for adjustable positioning

- Built in personal belongings compartment
- 544kg vertical lift capacity, 318kg stairwell evacuation capacity

- Available widths: 81cm (32”), 99cm (39”)
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HoverJack Evacuation Version #2
- Air chambers inflate to lift the bariatric patient from the floor in a supine or 
seated position
- Tapered head-end improves manoeuvrability
- Quick-release valves expedite deflation 
- Replaceable Teflon coated bottom allows device to be used across rough 
terrain
- 544kg vertical lift capacity, 318kg stairwell evacuation capacity
- Available widths: 81cm (32”), 99cm (39”)

HoverTech Wedge
- Lift and tilt bariatric head and shoulders to assist breathing and intubation
- Side straps to attach to operating table rails or HoverJack handles
- Dual chamber design allows patient’s head and chest to be adjusted 
separately, easier to achieve ear to sternal notch positioning
- Heat-sealed construction and a microbial-controlling nylon fabric facilitate 
cleaning and minimise infection risk
- Weight limit 363kg

HoverTech Roller
- Two inflatable chambers controlled by the clinician to achieve optimal 
positioning for patient care
- Protects both staff from injury and the patient from friction and shearing 
associated with traditional repositioning methods
- Provides periodic pressure relief from bony prominences
- Breathable fabric prevents moisture build-up and enhances patient comfort
- Weight limit 272kg

HoverSling Single Patient Use
- Offers streamlined approach for lateral and chair transfers
- Radiolucent and artifact free

- Strapping design secures and cradles each limb providing more even lifting
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MHHT-HMSPU MHHT-HMHS MHHT-HMDC MINI MHHT-HMSL

MHHT-HJM MHHT-HJEV MHHT-HJEV2

MHHT-IW

MHHT-R MHHT-HSSPU
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Product Code Product Name
MHHT-HMSPU-34EA HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use 34” - Each
MHHT-HMSPU-34BX HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use 34” - Box of 10
MHHT-HMSPU-39EA HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use 39” - Each
MHHT-HMSPU-39BX HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use 39” - Box of 10
MHHT-HMSPU-50EA HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use 50” - Each
MHHT-HMSPU-50BX-34 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use 50” - Box of 10
MHHT-HMHS-28 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed 28” - Each
MHHT-HMHS-34 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed 34” - Each
MHHT-HMHS-39 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed 39” - Each
MHHT-HMHS-50 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed 50” - Each
MHHT-HMDC-28 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated 28” - Each
MHHT-HMDC-34 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated 34” - Each
MHHT-HMDC-39 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated 39” - Each
MHHT-HMDC-50 HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated 50” - Each
MHHT-HMSPU-34MIBX HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use  MINI 34” - Box of 10
MHHT-HMSPU-39MIBX HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use MINI 39” - Box of 10
MHHT-HMHS-34M HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed MINI 34” - Each
MHHT-HMDC-34M HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated MINI 34” - Each
MHHT-HMSL-34EA HoverMatt Lateral Transfer (Double Coated) Split Leg 34” - Each
MHHT-HMSPU-SL-34BX HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use Split Leg 34” - Box of 10
MHHT-HJM-32 HoverJack Patient Lift 32” - Each
MHHT-HJM-39 HoverJack Patient Lift 39” - Each
MHHT-HJEV-28 HoverJack Evacuation 28” - Each
MHHT-HJEV-32 HoverJack Evacuation  32” - Each
MHHT-HJEV2-28 HoverJack Evacuation Version #2 28” - Each
MHHT-HJEV2-32 HoverJack Evacuation Version #2 32” - Each
MHHT-R-EA HoverTech Roller - Each
MHHT-R-BX5 HoverTech Roller - Box of 5
MHHT-IW HoverTech Wedge
MHHT-HSSPU-34EA HoverSling Single Patient Use 34” - Each
MHHT-HSSPU-34BX HoverSling Single Patient Use 34” - Box of 10
MHHT-HSSPU-39BX HoverSling Single Patient Use 39” - Box of 5 
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Pinkies Absorbent Bed Covers
- Pinkies have been constructed from non-woven PAA material with a high water 
absorbing resin and pink waterproof PE backing. Crystals have been sandwiched 
between the “quilted” fabric layers and will absorb liquids

- Disposable and environmentally friendly

- Single use, hygenic and saves on laundry bills

Zorbies Disposable Cover Sheets Super Absorbent
- Constructed from non-woven PAA material with high fluid absorbing SAP 
crystals sandwiched between the quilted fabric layers. Its blue PE backing 
prevents fluids escaping from beneath.

- Absorbs up to 12 litres of fluid

- Full bed coverage

- Suitable for HoverMatt protection (reduces soiling)

- Suitable for use with bariatric patients

- Sizes available: 100cm x 225cm (Box of 40)

         90cm x 90cm  (Box of 50)

HoverMatt Cover Sheet (Perforated)
- Unique zippered perforation allows sheet to be torn away without the need 
for rolling a patient

- Clean bed sheet can be positioned underneath the disposable, thereby 
reducing the risk of manual-handling injuries to staff from rolling 

- Particularly useful for bariatric patients 

HoverMatt Air Supply Model 2300 with Power Cord
- Air Supply delivers variable speed inflation for optimal patient stability and 
precise positioning.

Universal HoverMatt Cart
- The wheeled cart is designed for easy storage and transport of the HoverMatt 
and its accessories

HoverMatt Disposable Bag
- Separate HoverMatts from standard dirty linen

- Able to write on with marker pen to identify department
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Product Code Product Name Size

CCSM-PABC-SMBX80 Pinkies Absorbent Bed Cover (1.5L) - Box of 80 Small (60cm x 
60cm)

CCSM-PABC-MDBX50 Pinkies Absorbent Bed Cover (2.0L) - Box of 50 Medium (90cm x 
60cm)

CCSM-PABC-LGBX24 Pinkies Absorbent Bed Cover (4.0L) - Box of 24 Large (180cm x 
60cm)

MHCC-DCSA-BX40 Zorbies Disposable Cover Sheets Super Absorbent (12.0L)- Box 
of 40 100cm x 225cm

MHCC-DCSAM-BX50 Zorbies Disposable Cover Sheets Super Absorbent (12.0L)- Box 
of 50 90cm x 90cm

MHGD-DCSP-BG5 HoverMatt Cover Sheet (Perforated) - Bag of 5 110cm x 225cm

MHGD-DCSP-BX100 HoverMatt Cover Sheet (Perforated) - Box of 100 110cm x 225cm

MHHT-AIR2300 HoverMattAir Supply Model 2300 with Power Cord                -   

MHHT-UHMC Universal HoverMatt Cart                -

MHHT-HMDB HoverMatt Disposable Bag - Bag of 100                -

CCSM-PABC MHCC-DCSA MHGD-DCSP

MHHT-HMDBMHHT-AIR2300 MHHT-UHMC
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Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets
- Designed for single patient use

- Reduced spread of infection

- Heat sealed edges

- Significant cost savings

- No laundering costs

- Comes in yellow

 -Size: 2m x 1.4m

 -Box of 50

Easy2Move Slide Sheets SPU - Individually Bagged

- Box of 50 individually bagged, single patient use slide sheets 

Premium Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets

- Offers all the benefits of the Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets, with a 

superior level of slip

- Comes in light blue

 -Size: 2m x 1.4m

 -Bag of 5 or Box of 100

Easy2Move Reusable Slide Sheets

- Designed for multiple usage

- Guaranteed 150+ washes with no loss of slip*

- Can be laundered up to 65°C

- Can be tumble dried at 40°C on lowest setting

- Available in light blue and burgundy

- Sizes: 

  1m x 1.4 and 2m x 1.4m 

Easy2Move Slide Sheet Bags

- Drawstring bag designed to hold slide sheets for your convenience - 

Section to write ward and patient name

- Fits one Slide Sheet

- Hygienic

- Box of 250

*When washed to manufacturer’s specification

New 

Product!
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Product Code Product Name Colour Size Quantity

MHJD-E2MS2-YWBX50 Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets Yellow 2m x 1.4m Box of 50

MHJD-E2MS2-YWBX50IB Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets - Individu-
ally Bagged

Yellow 2m x 1.4m Box of 50

MHSH-SPU-LBBG5 Premium Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets Light Blue 2m x 1.4m Bag of 5

MHSH-SPU-LBBX20BG Premium Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets Light Blue 2m x 1.4m Box of 100

MHSH-SS-1CAEA Easy2Move Reusable Slide Sheets Caribbean 
Blue

1m x 1.4m Each

MHSH-SS-2BUEA Easy2Move Reusable Slide Sheets Burgundy 2m x 1.4m Each

MHSH-SS-2CAEA Easy2Move Reusable Slide Sheets Caribbean 
Blue

2m x 1.4m Each

MHSH-SSB-EA Easy2Move Slide Sheets Bags - - Each

MHSH-SSB-BX250 Easy2Move Slide Sheets Bags - - Box of 250

MHSH-SPU-LB

MHSH-SSB

MHJD-E2MS2-YWBX50IB

MHSH-SS-

MHJD-E2MS2-YWBX50



Albac Mat
The Albac Mat provides an affordable evacuation tool for hospitals and 
nursing homes where patients may be incapacitated or unable to vacate 
the facility quickly. The light, sturdy construction of the Albac Mat means 
that each patient can be removed with ease by a single staff member, 
reducing evacuation times. Comes in 2 sizes, 66cm wide and 90cm wide. 
Both have a weight limit of 475kg.

Also available, the Albac Mat Holder, which holds up to four Albac Mats 
for storage or quick deployment. 

Bariatric EvacMat
The Bariatric EvacMat is designed for the safe evacuation of bariatric 
and large individuals from locations such as hospital wards or other 
public or private buildings in the event of an emergency. The Bariatric 
EvacMat has colour coded cross straps which keep the individual 
securely cocooned and the body weight held in place, making the 
movement of the EvacMat more stable. It has a tough slippery base 
allowing it to move easily over indoor and outdoor surfaces for 
horizontal or vertical evacuation of bariatric and large individuals. Has 
a weight limit of 350kg. 

- Packed: 64cm x 37cm x 32cm
- Unrolled: 220cm x 60cm with two side wings 90cm each
- Material: Vinyl (Base made of 5mm polyethylene board 200cm x 
61cm) 

Evac+Slide Low Friction

The Evac+Slide Low Friction is an Emergency Evacuation Slide Sheet 
that has been manufactured with longer drag straps to ensure that the 
rescuer can drag from an upright position. The Teflon-coated base is 
designed to ensure ease of movement along carpet and linoleum. 

The Evac+Slide can be laundered in an industrial washing machine up to 
65°C and then line dried or wiped down with neutral detergent.

The weight limit is 200kg. 

Product Code: FESH-ESLF
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Product Code Product Name

FEAE-AMB-66 Albac Mat plus Thermal Blanket - 66cm wide

FEAE-AMB-90 Albac Mat plus Thermal Blanket - 90cm wide

FEAE-AMH Albac Mat Holder

BASP-BAR01-EA Bariatric EvacMat

FESH-ESLF-L Evac+Slide Low Friction Long Handles

FESH-ESLF-LBX10 Evac+Slide Low Friction Long Handles - Box of 10

FEAE-AMB FEAE-AMH

BASP-BAR01-EA FESH-ESLF
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Motorised Food Tray Trolley
The Motorised Food Tray Trolley is a simple option for distributing meal 
trays where a large number of trays are required. With the added feature 
of Electric Drive Assist and utilising a straightforward control panel, the 
tray trolley offers excellent manoeuvrability. The runners allow for two 
trays to be placed side by side for a total capacity of 32 trays.

Motorised Tea Trolley
The standard Tea Trolley is very easy to use and features exceptional 
mobility. Available in custom sizes and configurations, trolleys can be 
provided new or converted from existing Tea Trolleys to an electric 
MotorDrive unit.

Motordrive Conversions 

Battery / electric MotorDrive conversions can be carried out on both 
new and existing trolleys, with both 12V and 24V options for either 
forward drive only, or forward and reverse drive.

- Exceptional Maneuverability
- Custom Sizes & Configurations

Also Available:
- Cambro 5.5L Urn
- Cambro 10L Urn
- Welded Urn Brackets

T.U.T. The Ultimate Trolley
T.U.T. (The Ultimate Trolley) with rising base offers amazing versatility, 
as it has been designed with ease of use and effectiveness in mind. 
The rising base will easily support a 300kg load, while the electric drive 
base provides the power and torque to get it moving.

- Easy to use controls
- 24V battery/electric system

- Six wheel design for excellent mobility and steering
- 300kg electric/hydraulic scissor lift

- Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications
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Motorised Food Tray Trolley
The Motorised Food Tray Trolley is a simple option for distributing meal 
trays where a large number of trays are required. With the added feature 
of Electric Drive Assist and utilising a straightforward control panel, the 
tray trolley offers excellent manoeuvrability. The runners allow for two 
trays to be placed side by side for a total capacity of 32 trays.

Motorised Tea Trolley
The standard Tea Trolley is very easy to use and features exceptional 
mobility. Available in custom sizes and configurations, trolleys can be 
provided new or converted from existing Tea Trolleys to an electric 
MotorDrive unit.

Motordrive Conversions 

Battery / electric MotorDrive conversions can be carried out on both 
new and existing trolleys, with both 12V and 24V options for either 
forward drive only, or forward and reverse drive.

- Exceptional Maneuverability
- Custom Sizes & Configurations

Also Available:
- Cambro 5.5L Urn
- Cambro 10L Urn
- Welded Urn Brackets

T.U.T. The Ultimate Trolley
T.U.T. (The Ultimate Trolley) with rising base offers amazing versatility, 
as it has been designed with ease of use and effectiveness in mind. 
The rising base will easily support a 300kg load, while the electric drive 
base provides the power and torque to get it moving.

- Easy to use controls
- 24V battery/electric system

- Six wheel design for excellent mobility and steering
- 300kg electric/hydraulic scissor lift

- Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications

StaminaLift 2100 Series
The StaminaLift 2100 provides outstanding maneuverability and hands free bed 
connection. The StaminaLift 2100 model is ideal for Australian manufactured 
beds found throughout Australian and Hong Kong hospitals.

The StaminaLift 2100 does more than protect workers from injury; it also makes 
their work easier, less tiring and more enjoyable. 

- Prevents workplace injury and related workers’ compensation costs
- Single-person operation
- Easy to operate 360 degree movement for use in tight spaces
- Hands-free attachment
- 500 kg SWL
- Compact and quiet

StaminaLift TS5000
The StaminaLift TS5000 Transfer System is unlike any other hospital bed 
mover. Your staff will love using it because it is a pleasure to operate, and 
you will appreciate it for its universal compatibility – the ability to connect to 
a wide range of beds and stretchers.

- 360 degree turning radius – for easy manoeuvring through even the most 
challenging hospital corridors and doorways
- Keyless control with safety lockout – to prevent unauthorised use
- Sufficient charge to operate for a standard shift
- Compact – operates within standard lifts or elevators
- Jaw activation indicators for easy, hands-free connections
- Jaw mechanism adjusts to capture wheel widths from 550mm to 840mm
- Jaw mechanism adjusts for wheel diameters from 125mm to the 200mm 
wheels found on modern stretchers

StaminaLift TS6000

The StaminaLift TS6000 Transfer System is unlike any other bariatric hospital  
bed mover. Your staff will love using it because it is a pleasure to operate, and 
you will appreciate it as it only requires a single operator – the ability to move a 
bariatric hospital bed with minimum effort.

 - Almost Universal Compatibility - has the ability to move a wide range of 
bariatric beds, standard ward beds, emergency, day surgery and theatre 

stretchers
- Keyless control with safety lockout – to prevent unauthorised use

 - Adjustable Jaws to suit bariatric beds - Jaws open to 1010mm
 - Jaw mechanism adjusts for wheel diameters from 125mm to the 200mm                 

     wheels found on modern stretchers
 - 900kg Safe working Load (SWL)
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Product Code Product Name

OHSA-MFTT-16 Motorised Food Tray Trolley - 16 Trays

OHSA-MFTT-32 Motorised Food Tray Trolley - 32 Trays

OHSA-MTT Motorised Tea Trolley

PASA-MTT-N Motorised Tea Trolley Net

PASA-MTT-RC Motorised Tea Trolley Rain Cover

OHSA-URN-5.5 Motorised Tea Trolley 5.5L Urn

OHSA-URN-10 Motorised Tea Trolley 10L Urn

OHSA-TUT T.U.T (The Ultimate Trolley)

OHSA-TUT-SB T.U.T with Spring Base

PASA-TTW T.U.T Trolley Wheel

PASA-TTBW T.U.T Trolley Blue Wheel

OHSL-2100S StaminaLift2100 Bed Mover

OHSL-TS5000 StaminaLift TS5000 Transfer System

OHSL-TS6000 StaminaLift TS6000 with Battery Charger

OHSA-MFTT OHSA-MTT OHSA-TUT
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